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Introduction. Recently, Peter May, building on the work of Boardman 
and Vogt, has described the notion of a ^n + 1-space (see below) and has 
shown that (n + l)-fold loop spaces are ^n+1 -spaces [4]. This structure 
theory, together with my calculations of the equivariant homology of the 
spaces Cn+1{p) [1] , allows us to develop a complete theory of homology 
operations for <gn+ x-spaces and consequently for (n + l)-fold loop spaces. 
We construct functors, Wn and GWn, between appropriately defined 
categories (see §2) which are left adjoints to the evident forgetful functors. 
(Wn and GWn are free functors.) By freeness, there are unique morphisms 
rj^ and fj^ in our categories such that the following diagram is commutative, 
where Cn+1X and an + 1 are as defined in [4, §§2, 5]. 

WnH*X-- -+GWnH*X 

** J^H^X h* 

H*Cr?+vX ^ - ^ >H^Qn+1I,n+1X 

We show that fj^ and rj^ are isomorphisms; consequently Wn and GWn 

calculate H^Cn+1X and H^Qn+1Tn+1X in closed form as functors of 
H^X, n > 0. 

I wish to thank Peter May for his generous help. Most of the ideas and 
results presented here were conjectured by him some time ago; now his 
theory of operads allows fairly simple proofs of the conjectures. 

1. Homology operations. All spaces are assumed to be compactly 
generated Hausdorff, with nondegenerate base point. All homology is 
taken with Zp-coefficients for p an arbitrary prime, unless otherwise 
stated. Modifications required when/? = 2 are stated in brackets. 

Recall that a ^n+1 -space (X, 0) is a space X together with an action 8 
of the little cubes operad ^ „ + 1 o n I ; ^ „ + 1 denotes the category of <&„+ r 

spaces. By definition, X is equipped with E-equivariant maps 

for ally, and 62(c):X2 -> X determines an //-space structure on X for any 
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c G ̂ n + 1 (2) . ^ M + 1 acts naturally on (n + l)-fold loop spaces [4]. In the 
following theorems we assume that all spaces are m^n+1. 

THEOREM 1.1. There exist homomorphisms Qs:HqX -+ Hq+2s(p-1)X 
[HqX -> Hq+sX~\, s ^ 0, for 2s — q < n[s — q < n\ which are natural 
with respect to maps of <£„+^spaces and satisfy the following properties: 

(1) Qsx = 0 if 2s < degree(x) \_s < degree(x)], x e H^X. 
(2) Qsx = xp if 2s = degree(x) [s = degree (x)], x e H^X. 
(3) Qs(f) = 0ifs>0, where (j> G H0X is the identity element. 
(4) The external, internal, and diagonal Carton formulas hold. 
(5) The Qs are stable and the Kudo transgression theorem holds. 
(6) The Adem relations hold. 
(7) The Nishida relations hold. 

Compare Theorem 1.1 with Theorem 1.1 of [3]. 
REMARKS. When X = Qn+1Y, the Qsx were defined, for p = 2, by 

Araki and Kudo, and in the range 2s — q ^ n/p — 1, x e HqX, for/? > 2 
by Dyer and Lashof. Milgram's calculations indicated that there were 
operations in the range 2s — q S «.The " top" operation, for 2s — q = n 
[s — q = n\, has exceptional properties and will be discussed below. 

We note that Dyer and Lashof used the (n + l)-foldjoin of Sp , denoted 
Jn+ lyLp, in their construction of the Qs. However, any Xp-equivariant map 
Jn+12,p -> ^n+1(p) is essential. Consequently, there is an obstruction to 
constructing all the Qs of Theorem 1.1 by use of Jn+1l,p. This obstruction 
arises from the presence of Browder operations Xn, which are related by 
an obvious commutative diagram to the suspension of the Whitehead 
product. 

THEOREM 1.2. There exist homomorphisms kn: HqX ® HrX -• Hq+r+nX 
which are natural with respect to maps of <&n+l-spaces and satisfy the 
following properties: 

(1) À0(x, y) = xy — (~l)qryxfor x G HqX and y e HrX; 
(2) Xn(x,y) = (-ir+1+««+r+1)Uy, x)for x e HqX and y e HrX; 
(3) An(</>, x) = 0 = Xn(x, (f)) where (j) G H0X is the identity element and 

x G H^X. 
(4) The analogues of the external, internal, and diagonal Car tan formulas 

hold: 
Xn{x ® y, x' ® y') = ( - 1)I*'KM + »>xx' <g) ln{y, y') 

+ (-l)^x,\ + \y'^Xn(x,xf)®yy\ 
where \z\ denotes the degree of z; 

K(xy,xy) = (-iyx'm+n\xxf)(Uy,y)) + (-ir"^'i+wi^M(x,yK 
+ (_l)bl( |x1 + l / l + n ) ( A w ( x 9 y ) ) ( > ? / ) 
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and 
WJix,y) = I(-ir(W+l3?'l)+|JC",,);',^,

?y) ® *"/' 
+ (_i)«l/l + l^"l l / lxy (g) AM(x", ƒ') 

/or \j/x = x *' ® *"<**<* ̂  = E y' ® /'• 
(5) cr^A^x, y) = Xn- ilcr^x, Ö"̂ y) where a% is the homology suspension. 
(6) The Jacobi identity {which is the analog of the Adem relations) holds: 

{-iyw+»X„[x,XJiy,z)] + (-l)<'+"><«+"U„[;Mn(z,x)] 

+ (-l) ,s+")< '+"U„[z,A„(x,J')] = 0 

for x e HqX, y e HrX, and z e HSX; l„[x, Xn{x, x)~] = 0 if p = 3. 
(7) The analogues of the Nishida relations hold: 

i + j = s 

and 
Pln{x,y) = Xtfx9y) + {-If^Kix^y). 

(8) A„[x, ô s^] = 0 = An[6sx, y] whenever x, y e H^X andQ8 is defined. 

We next discuss the " top" operation {n. The operation Xn is analogous 
to the bracket operation in a Lie algebra; Çn is analogous to the restriction 
in a restricted Lie algebra. 

THEOREM 1.3. There exists a function Çn:HqX -> H^+^^^X defined 
when n + q is even [for all q\ which is natural with respect to maps of 
^n+1-spaces and satisfies the following properties: 

(1) If X is a <£n+2-space, then Çnx = Qin+q)/2x, [Çnx = Qn+qx~] for 
x e HqX. 

(2) If we let Q(n+q)l2x, [Q"+€Jc], denote Çnx, x e HqX, then £„(x) satisfies 
formulas (1) through (6) of Theorem 1.1. 

(3) Analogs (with error terms involving AM) of the Nishida relations hold. 
(4) An[x, ^ny\ = adj(y)(x) where adn(y)(x) = Xn(x, y) and inductively 

adiOOM = *dn(y)(zdi-\y){x))andXlx,liUyJ] = AJ>, a d r W j ) ] . 
(5) U* + y) = « x ) + £„(>>) + I f " 1 * W wAere 

idiM0>) = E a d ^ a d * 1 ^ ) • • • ad'"(jc)ad*tyX*) /tfr 1 ^ i ^ /? - 1 
wiï/î the sum taken over all sequences (jl9 kl9 . . . Jr, kr) such that kt ^ 1, 

j \ ^ 0, andjl ^ 1 (f ƒ > 1, and ^ 7 / = * - 1, Z k* = P " '• {Compare 
Jacobson's formula [5, p. 187] /or restricted Lie algebras.) 

(6) £„(fcx) = fcp£w(x) /or ke Zp whenever Çnx is defined. 

The Hopf algebras H^QP+1 Y admit the conjugation x = c*, where c is 
the standard inverse map, and we have the following additional formulas. 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. On H*Qn+17, Q°x = xQ\ U = XÉ», and XXn{y, z) = 
~K(xy>xz)-

2. Allowable ^-structures. We describe some algebraic structures 
which are naturally suggested by the results above. We shall consider 
Zp-modules and usually assume they are unstable ^4-modules, in the 
sense of homology, where A is the Steenrod algebra. 

Recall the definition of admissible monomials in the Dyer-Lashof 
algebra [3] and let Rn(q) be the Zp-subspace of R having additive basis 

{Q111 admissible, e(I) ^ </, 2sk < n + q[sk < n + q]}. 

We do not give Rn(q) any additional structure yet. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A module L with Bocksteins is a p restricted Xn-algebra 

if Lis closed under a homomorphism/ln:L^ (g) Lr -> Lr+q+n and a function 
Çn:Lq-+ Lpq+n{p_1)9 for n + q even [all q\ such that the Lie analogs 
(in the presence of Bocksteins), (2), (6), and (7) of Theorem 1.2, and the 
restriction analogues (in the presence of Bocksteins), (3)-(6) of Theorem 1.3 
are satisfied. We note that there is no formula relating j8 and £„, but there 
is a Nishida relation for the identification of/?/Lw. (If/? = 2, all reference to 
ƒ} should be omitted.) 

REMARKS. A ƒ? restricted An-algebra is an analogue of a restricted Lie 
algebra in the presence of Bocksteins. 

DEFINITION 2.2. Misana//owaè/ei^„-mo<iw/eiftherearehomomorphisms 

Qs:Mq -> Mq+2sip.1) \Mq - M , + J 

for 0 ^ 2s < q + n [s < q + n\ such that Qs = 0 for 2s < q [s < q~\ 
and the composition of the Qs satisfies the Adem relations. M is an 
allowable ARn-module if M is an allowable ^„-module equipped with an 
v4-action which satisfies the Nishida relations. M is an allowable ARn-
algebra if M is an allowable ,47^-module and a commutative algebra 
which satisfies the internal Cartan formula and (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.1. 
M is an allowable ARnA

p
n-Hopf algebra if M is an unstable ^-module 

which has the following properties: 
(1) M is a p restricted An-algebra which satisfies (2) and (3) of Theorem 

1.2, and the Nishida analogues, (7) of Theorem 1.2 and (3) of Theorem 1.3. 
(2) M is an allowable v4jR„-algebra which satisfies the internal Cartan 

formulas. 
(3) M is a cocommutative component coalgebra. 
(4) The coproduct satisfies the diagonal Cartan formulas. 
(5) A n [e% y] = 0 = AJ>, Qsy] for x,yeM. 
REMARK. Since the coproduct applied to Xn (Theorem 1.2(4)) requires 

the presence of products, we have chosen not to define separate notions 
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of allowable ARnA
p
n coalgebras or algebras. Similar remarks apply to the 

definition of WnM below, due to the mixing of the Çn and Qs. 
We require five free functors (adjoints to the forgetful functors) L£, Dn, 

Vn, Wn, and G. The functors are defined on objects; the definitions on 
morphisms are evident. 

(1) L£: Zp-modules with Bocksteins to ƒ? restricted Xn-algebras. Given M, 
set LJQM equal to the subrestricted Lie algebra of T(M) generated by M. 
\T(M) is the tensor algebra of M.] Suppose LfMis given. We inductively 
define LjjM = s~1L%-lsM, n > 1, where sM is a copy of M with all 
elements raised one degree higher and s~1Ln„lsM is Ln„±sM with all 
elements lowered one degree. Define 

Xn(x, y) = s~ UM_ ^sx, sy), £„(*) = s'1^. tsx, 

P£n(x) = -s~1p^lsx, and fix = -s'^sx. 

If n = l9p > 2, set L{M = s~lLp
0sM ® {^x){s~lLp

0sM) as a Zp-space, 
where (f}Ç1)(s~1L$sM) has a basis consisting of elements (j5^)(x) of 
degree 2pq — 2 for x e s~xL%sM , degree = 2q — 1. We make L\M into a 
j8 restricted /^-algebra by requiring that X^y, P£ix) = {y, ad?-1(x)(j3x)). 
If/? = 2, all reference to j8^ is ommitted and we set LXM = s~1L0sM. 

(2) Dn:Zp-modules to allowable Rn-modules. Given L, set DJL = 
X >o ^»(#) ® ^ r Th e ^„-action is obvious. 

(3) Vn:Allowable Rn-modules to allowable Rn-algebras. Given D, define 
VnD as the free commutative algebra generated by D modulo the two 
sides ideal generated by {xp — Qsx | 2s = deg(x)[s = deg(x)]}. 

We recall the definition of a cocommutative component coalgebra [3] 
and define Wn in the following way: 

(4) Wn\Cocommutative component coalgebras over A to allowable 
ARnA

p
n-Hopf algebras: Given M, let rj denote the composite Zp -> M -* 

UnM -+ DJJJnM). Define WnM as an allowable ^„-a lgebra by WnM = 
Vn{JDnL^M), where JDJL*M = coker rj. The additional structure is 
evident. 

(5) G : Allowable ARnA
fi

n-Hopf algebras to allowable ARnAPn-Hopf 
algebras with conjugation. Given W, GW is the localization of W at n0W. 

3. / /*Qw + 1£M + 1Xand/ /*CM + 1X,« > O.H*Qn+1I,n+1X is an allowable 
ARnA%-Kopf algebra with conjugation and H±Cn+1X is an allowable 
ARnA

fi
n-Hopî algebra. By freeness of Wn and GWn, there are unique 

morphisms rj^ of allowable ARnA
p
n-Hopf algebras and fj^ of allowable 

ARnA
p
n-Hopf algebras with conjugation such that the diagram in the 

introduction is commutative. 

THEOREM 3.1. For every space X, rj^:WnH^X -• H^Cn+1X is an 
isomorphism of allowable ARnA

p
n-Hopf algebras. 
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THEOREM 3.2. For every space X, rj* : GWnH^X -> H^Qn+ 1Z"+*X is an 
isomorphism of allowable ARn/\Pn-Hopf algebras with conjugation. 

COROLLARY 3.3. <xn+l:Cn+1X -* Qn+lyLn+1X is a weak homotopy 
equivalence if X is connected and a group completion in general. 

The first part of the corollary was proven by May [4] and the second 
part was recently proven by Graeme Segal [unpublished]. 

The Bockstein spectral sequences of Cn+1X and Qn+ 1 E n + lX have also 
been explicitly determined in terms of that of X. 

Details of the above calculations (and more concrete descriptions of 
these homologies) will appear elsewhere. 
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